Absfrucf -Retransmission policies are presented for the decentralized control of a multiaccess packet-switched broadcast channel. The policies have a simple recurSiYe form yielding a Markov description of the system. Finite average delay is achieved for an infinite-population Poisson arrival model for any rate X < e -' .
It is proposed that the goal of retransmission policies should
be to maintain the traffic intensiv at a nearly constant, optimum level. The policies we introduce achieve this goal by nearly decoupling the dynamics of the traffic intensity from the backlog fluctuations. Analysis and simulations show that the policies perform well, even when the channel feedback information is unreliable or incomplete.
I. INTRODUCXION
T HE fundamental nature of the time-slotted packetswitched multiaccess broadcast channel is that many remote users compete for the use of a common resourcenamely, access to a central broadcast channel. If two or more users each transmit an information packet during a time slot, the packets "collide" and are not successfully broadcast. Such packets join the backlog of packets which must be rebroadcast at a later time. During each time slot, each user possessing a backlogged packet must decide whether or not to transmit the packet in that slot. Since the users are remote from each other, the decision malung mechanism must be decentralized.
The information provided to each user is assumed to be the channel output, although in many applications such information will be incomplete or unreliable so that different users may receive different information about the channel status. Moreover, each user knows the history of his own transmissions, while he is not informed of the transmission history of other users. These factors cause different users to obtain distinct channel information. Thus, the multiaccess broadcast channel presents a nontrivial example of a decentralized estimation and control problem.
The purpose of this paper is to present a class of simple retransmission control policies for a multiaccess broadcast channel subject to an infinite population of users. Three important ideas are used in our selection of a control scheme. The first key idea is that the user's main objective should be to maintain a constant level of aggregate traffic. Our view in this paper is that the number of backlogged packets is relevant to a particular user only to the extent that the backlog size affects the channel traffic level. In T. van Loon was with the Coordinated Science Laboratory. University other words, the product of the channel backlog times the individual user transmission probability is much more fundamental than the size of the backlog itself.
The second key idea of t h s paper is that there is a large class of retransmission control policies for which the dynamics of the total traffic level is nearly decoupled from the size of the channel backlog, as long as the channel backlog remains positive. In fact, when the size of the backlog is near n , the dynamics of the total channel traffic suffer disturbances of only order O( 1 / n ) due to the fluctuation of the amount of backlogged traffic.
The third key idea of this paper is to use simple first-order recursive retransmission policies. With this choice, a Markov chain with a two-dimensional state space is formed by the state of the control variable together with the size of the channel backlog. Furthermore, the local (or uncoupled) dynamics of the channel traffic intensity are governed by a simple discrete-state Markov chain.
As an application of the bounding technique related to drift analysis presented in [6] , it is shown in [6] that stable throughput for any A < e-' = 0.368 can be acheved by the retransmission control policies introduced in this paper. Moreover, the Markov chain formed by the channel backlog and the control variable can be chosen to take on only countably many values, and then the chain is ergodic (in a strong sense) [6] . Thus, by truncating the state space to a finite set, the stationary probabilities and average delay can be computed to arbitrary accuracy as in [19] . Such a procedure could be justified by the work of Freedman [5] . Here we have chosen other analysis techniques.
Simulation results are given which indicate the effectiveness of the retransmission control policies introduced in this paper. Our retransmission control procedure even performs nearly as well in simulations, and still allows maximum stable throughput e-', when the users are only allowed to observe the channel output in every fifth slot. Other feedback information reductions are discussed in Section VII. Also: a modified form of the retransmission policies perform well even under severe uncertainties in the input traffic statistics. (See Section VI.)
The work of several other authors is relevant to our study. It is well known that the basic ALOHA multiaccess algorithm (i.e.: constant retransmission probabilities) is unstable for the infinite user model unless some auxiliary control is used [7] , [3] . Stability has been proved for several control schemes in which the retransmission probabilities are a function of the backlog [3], [4] . [8] . However, these schemes cannot be implemented in a decentralized fashion.
Segall The remainder of t h s paper is organized as follows. In Sections I1 and I11 the infinite-user channel model and the control policies which we consider are introduced. In Section I V we study the local model whch is obtained by holding the backlog at any (arbitrary) fixed positive level. In Section V we relate the local model to the original channel/transmission model. In Section VI a modified retransmission policy is suggested which is less sensitive to variations in input traffic statistics. Finally, in Section VI1 we consider situations in whch the feedback information available to users is incomplete or unreliable. more than one packet to transmit. Thus, no queues of packets are formed by a single user. The justification of this simplifying assumption is that if a user station has a group of packets to transmit, then the total access delay is essentially the same as that of the first packet successfully transmitted, for that packet could serve to reserve slots for the remaining packets. Time is normalized so that one packet/slot may be transmitted. For convenience we will not explicitly discuss transmission delays since they are easily incorporated into what we do and they could also be eliminated in a virtual sense through the use of interleaved channels. We are careful not to allow carrier sensing which could not be accomplished because of transmission delays.
Throughout this paper. ( f , ) must satisfy 0 G f, G 1 and f, must be a function of the channel output history ( Z , : s < t ) for each t. As indicated in Section VII, our retransmission policy need not require this much information.
The nonzero channel output and backlog transition probabilities are as follows.
Actual Clzannel Probabilities:
THE CHANNEL MODEL AND THE LOCAL POISSON APPROXIMATION
The packet-switched satellite broadcast channel model described in [7, sect. 5.1 11 will be assumed in t h s paper. We shall assume that there is an infinite population of users and that new packets continually arrive according to the points of a Poisson point process at an average rate of h packets/slot. We assume that no particular user ever has Denote the intensity of retransmitted traffic at time t by 1, SN(f,. Let where I,., denotes the indicator function of an event A .
A key in our analysis of the broadcast channel model is an approximation to the output and backlog transition probabilities which is based on the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1 (Poisson Approximation to Binomial Probabilities): 1) If O < f < l , n 3 0 , and O < d < f , then and if f G f , then
Note the right-hand sides of (2.2) and (2.5) tend to zero as n + cx) and the right-hand sides of (2.3) and (2.6) tend to zero as f --3 0. Proposition 2.1 is proved in Appendix A. Using Proposition 2.1, the following approximation to the channel output probabilities is obtained.
Approximate Channel Probabilities (Let
By Proposition 2.1, the error of these approximations approaches zero uniformly if either f + 0 or n --3 rx). In addition IS, -G,e-'I( + 0 uniformly as either f, -+ 0 or N, + rn since G,eFGf = P [ Z , = 11 N,, f,] when the above approximate transition probabilities are used.
The approximate channel output and backlog transition probabilities given above would be exact if given (IY, f , ) the conditional distribution of the number of retransmitted packets in slot ( 2 : t + 11 is Poisson with mean p,. This approximation shall be called the local Poisson approximation, which is justified by the Poisson approximation to the binomial distribution. The local Poisson traffic approximation should not be confused with the Poisson traffic assumption under which the transmitted traffic stream is assumed to be a Poisson process (with constant intensity). An important observation regarding the approximate channel probabilities is that they depend on N, and f, only through the product p, = N,f,. This fact will play a key role in the following sections.
CONTROL PROCEDURES WHICH DECOUPLE THE TRAFFIC DYNA~IICS FROM THE BACKLOG
Certain retransmission control procedures cause the dynamics of the intensity of channel traffic to be nearly decoupled from the channel backlog and individual retransmission probabilities. This is desirable since, by the local Poisson approximation, the throughput intensity at time t is St=G,e-Gf, which depends only on the traffic intensity and not directly on the backlog or individual retransmission probabilities. Our goal is to keep G, near its optimum value, namely G, = 1, no matter what the backlog level PI, is, as long as N, # 0. In this section we will first derive the desired form of the control strategy. Then the "local model" for the traffic intensity and its relationship with the overall channel model will be identified.
For simplicity, consider a first-order recursive retransmission control policy of the form
for each t for some function G:
When this retransmission control rule is used, the pair process (N,, f,) forms a Markov chain with state space 2, X[O, 11. The transition probabilities for the chain are determined by the channel probabilities given in Section I1 (using the local Poisson approximation if desired) and by (3.1). By (3.1), the intensity pt+l of the retransmitted traffic in
where is Poisson with mean X and is independent of N,.
where PA( e ) is the distribution function of a Poisson ran-dom variable with mean X. Inequality (3.3) shows that AiV, is stochastically dominated, even when conditioned on A : = t z l uniformly in t and in n. Hence, given X,. AI\ : /X, is
The probability distribution of Z, given ( f , . p,) depends only on p , if the local Poisson approximation is used. Thus, except for the term O( l/N,)> the conditional distribution of the right-hand side of (3.4) given (f,, p , ) will depend on p , (but not otherwise onf,) if and 4 1 1 3 4 e ) ) .
for some positive constants y, P.
a(O), a(l), a ( e ) .
A more general class of retransmission control strategies then the analysis of the following sections carries over to this more general type of retransmission control policy. In the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise specified. we shall always deal with the retransmission control strategy (3.5). where the constants y. 8. and a = (a(O), a( l), a( e ) ) will be specified later.
For purposes of analysis it is convenient to define the new variable v, = In( f,( N, V 1)) where 'I V" denotes maximum. Thus when N, > 0, p , = exp(cp,) is the retransmitted traffic intensity at time t. Since (f,. N , ) and (v,. N,) are functions of each other, (v,. N,) forms a Markov sequence.
The following paragraphs contain a brief digression on localization of a vector Markov process. The method will be applied to show that the local behavior of 'F, (and hence p , ) is independent of N, as long as X, is not too small. 
where G, = X + nf,.
If cpy E log(nf,"), then exp(qy) represents the total retransmitted traffic intensity for the localized model. Further. (q;) is itself a Markov process with transition probabilities
r#-, = min In ( n P ) . 9: + y c( 1) with prob G,eCGr
where c( i ) = log a( i ) for i = 0.1 or e. The process r p ; will be referred to as the local model ( n ) for the log retransmitted traffic intensity. The important point here is that the transition probabilities of vy do not depend on n. except through the term ln(nb) which will be discussed in the next section. We have thus shown that when N, is held at a constant Iecel n > 0 (for example. by adding or subtracting blocked users at the end of each time slot as needed), then the total traffic intensit? forms a Markov chain whose transition probabilities do not depend on n except through the value of the upper boundary ln(nP). This fact. of course. depends on our use of the local Poisson approximation. If the actual transition probabilities are used, then the transition probabilities for (rpr.) will depend on n. but will converge rapidly to those of (3.7) as n increases. The Markov chain (cp; ) whose transition probabilities (3.7) do not depend on n will be referred to as the local model for the log intensity of retransmitted traffic. we see that Vr = 0, + E, (3.8) and that the conditional distribution of e,, given ( N , , q~, = cp) using the global model is the same as the conditional distribution of qf,, given Q J~ = cp using the local model. During these periods, since low channel traffic is being observed, the users' retransmission probabilities f ; will tend to drift to their maximum value p (see below). At the end of the "idle" period, there will be at least two users contending for the channel. Thus, a good choice for p is the retransmission level f whch maximizes the throughput given that there are two users in contention: that is,
This choice of p will be assumed throughout the remainder of this paper.
Iv. DRIFT AND VARIANCE ANALYSIS OF THE LOCAL MODEL
The local model for the log intensity of the retransmitted traffic when N, is fixed to be n is given by (3.7) . The minimum in (3.7) simply reflects the fact that c p : = ln(nf,") d l n ( n p ) for all t . However, as n increases, the constraint (p: G In( n/3) becomes less crucial as will be seen below.
Hence, in this section we study only the process @, with 
b (~) = ( e -' ( " ) , G ( x ) e -~( " ' , I -( l + G ( x ) ) e -' (~~) )
for G(x) = e x + A. The function m is the local drift and u2 is the local variance of the real-valued Markov chain (et). This choice of c will be used throughout the rest of this paper. Some choices of c which allow reduced feedback information are discussed in Section VII. In Fig. 1 , m( q), IS*( q), and throughput
S ( q ) = ( h + e F ) e x p ( -( h + e q ) )
are plotted for y =1 and h =0.32. Note that 6 tends to drift towards the value qopt = ln(1-X ) which maximizes the throughput level. Moreover, m is bound away from zero outside any neighborhood of its zero, In ( 1 -A). Since the step sizes of @ are uniformly bounded. if 3 is considered as a discrete state (see above) Markov chain, then there exists a unique stationary distribution and the time it takes for 3 to get from one state to any other state has a distribution with a geometrically bounded tail [6] . The Role of the Parameter y: A glance at (4.1) shows that the step sizes of the Markov chain (3,) are proportional to y. If y is fairly large, @ will quickly approach the vicinity of its optimal value, but will continue to fluctuate so that the expected value of throughput S(@,) when has its invariant distribution is somewhat less than S( cpopt) = e I . If y is very small, then @ approaches qop, more slowly. but on the average remains closer to qOpt after the longer transient period. It is known (see [6, equations ( are approximated by %( v) = nz'( cpopt)( cp -cpopl). 6( cp) = u(cpopt), and s(cp) = e-' -$S^"(cpop,). The diffusion with drift 6 7 and diffusion term d 2 is a translation of an Omstein-Uhlenbeck process which thus has the stationary distribution N(qopt, -62/2n?'(q0pt)). The approximation e ' -y 2 R of $ above is the expected value of j ( cp) with respect to t h s stationary distribution.
In Fig. 2 $ is plotted as a function of y. The results were obtained by computer simulation runs using 50000 time slots for each data point. Fig. 3 shows two sample paths of the throughput intensity S, = S( 3,) when y = 0.1 and y = 0.5 are obtained by computer simulation. (3.8). Thus. when a large enough backlog occurs. the throughput rate S( q r ) will have a quasi-equilibrium distribution with a mean greater than any fixed input rate h < e-if y is sufficiently small. Ths ensures that the backlog N, will tend to drift downward. This is the intuition behind the following theorem. which is proved in [6] . In the theorem, the process (A:. f,) is considered as a Markov chain with the discrete state space 
D = N , / h
so the study of D and the study of are equivalent. Unfortunately, it is difficult to compute or even find close bounds. Our approach here will be to combine computer simulation with analytical analysis.
To get a rough estimate of F, the effect of the disturbance f , in (3.8) on the throughput intensity S(q,) under the global model should be analyzed as a function of the backlog N,. In Figs. 4 and 5, the average of the throughput intensity S(cp,) is plotted as a function of the backlog N,. The results were obtained by a computer simulation of the global model over a period of 50000 time slots. As indicated in Fig. 6 , the sample average of S ( q , ) was computed over sets of time slots for which the backlog was at specified levels. For example, Fig. 6 indicates that during 3877 out of 50000 time slots, the backlog was 2 packets, and the average of S( q,) over these 3 877 slots was 0.36006. Fig. 5 differs from Fig. 4 only in that the actual channel transition probabilities were used rather than the local Poisson approximations. The maximum throughput intensity that could be achieved if all users were informed of Ai is also indicated in Figs. 4 for some constant C, . The reason for this conjecture is that for y small, the control procedure will be effective when and only when the size of the steps [which are O(I/N,)] of the process E, is comparable or smaller than the size of the steps of @, (which are proportional to y). The relation (5.1)
is apparent in Fig. 7 for A = 0.32 and C , = 0.6. Fig. 7 was obtained by computer simulation of the global model for 50000 time slots for each data point. For y greater than about 0.3, the throughput intensity S( q~,) of the global model appears to be nearly the same for all N, 2 2. This is indicated by the curve for y = 0.3 in Fig.  4 . The reason for this insensitivity to N, is that the disturbance 5, is no more severe than the fluctuations of 9, in IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUTOMATIC CONTROL, VOL. AC-27. NO.
JUNE 1982
the local model when the step size of 4, is large enough.
For y greater than about 0.3, the throughput intensity S(cp,) is thus well approximated by the average $ computed using the local model and shown in Fig. 2 . This approximation leads to a model in which the throughput intensity is a constant independent of the backlog N, as long as N, > 0. Such a model was analyzed by Ferguson 141. He was able to compute all moments of N, with respect to the invariant distribution. His analysis is extended in Appendix C to yield an approximation of & as a function of y when the intensity S ( q , ) is approximated by a constant s whenever N, > 0. T h s yields an approximation of e as a function of y using the values of $ versus y as pictured in Fig. 2 . The results of the calculations are plotted in Fig. 7 .
It is apparent from Fig. 7 that the best choice of y is approximately 0.3 and for this value of y the average backlog is about 5 packets using the actual channel transition probabilities.
Given Theorem 5, the question arises as to what other recursive policies yield a stable system. Using the ideas of t h s paper, it is not difficult to establish the stability result claimed in 1101 for the policies considered there. It is not practical to give a result that would cover all recursive estimators which yield stability, although the principles used in proving Theorem 5 can be used more generally as we will briefly describe. (Also. see [20].)
For a given recursive policy f,, = G( f,. Z,) which may not be of multiplicative type, the local model ( n ) , q$. can still be defined as in Section 111, and the steady-state throughput intensity = liminf, -, E , [ S ( q , ) ] can be defined. Roughly speaking, the channel will be stable if l) X < liminfn-,$(n) and if 2) the statistics of local model ( n ) vary slowly enough with n for n large so that even when n = N, fluctuates as it does in the global model, the process v, still drifts to maintain average throughput intensity greater than y. These conditions are readily tested for multiplicative policies since for such policies the statistics of the local model ( n ) depend on n only through the boundary In( bn). [See (3.7) .]
VI. A POLICY INSENSITIVE TO INPUT TRAFFIC STATISTICS
In practice the statistics of the input traffic process (Y,) may significantly differ from Poisson statistics. Not only might each of the variables r, have a different distribution. the variables may be dependent. This may severely degrade the performance of the retransmission policy we have proposed since statistical changes in incoming traffic direcrb change the statistics of the total transmitted traffic. The reason for this direct influence is that our policy is an immediate-first-transmission (IFT) policy (notation suggested by Tobagi [16] ). However, as we will show in this section, our policy (and the resulting analysis) can be readily converted to a delayed-first-transmission (DFT) policy which maintains stability over a wide class of input statistics with rate X < e -' .
Under the DFT policy, new packets join the backlog before their first transmission is attempted. Thus. the number of backlogged packets for the DFT policy satisfies where ( Y,) and (Z,) are defined as before. Given ( N , . f,), the throughput probability S, and the total traffic intensity G, satisfy and Note that IS, -G,e-''l + 0 uniformly as + + x or as f , -0, by (2.2) and (2.3) as before. Consider the same rule (3.5) for updating retransmission probabilities as before. The parameters a(O), a( l), a( e). and y should be chosen as before, but a more appropriate choice for j3 is now / 3 = 1.
(See discussion of p at end of Section 111.) Since S, = G,e-'I as before. it is clear that the local model for the DFT policy is identical to the local model discussed in Section IV for the original I F T policy, at least when the arrival process ( Y,) is Poisson.
However, if, for example. the variables Y, are independent but have a non-Poisson distribution. then the local model for the IFT policy changes, while the local model for the DFT policy just described is the same as it is for Poisson arrivals.
For example, suppose that P( r, = 2 ) = X / 2 and P( Y, = 0) = 1 -X/2. If N, is large, then under the IFT policy the probability distribution of Z,E {01 1, e} is approximately In particular. the throughput probability is (1 -( X\2))pre-@?. This distribution of Z, is different than when Y, is Poisson-hence the transmitted traffic level need no longer drift to the optimum level. which is now G, = 1 + X (so p, = 1) . Furthermore. even if the policy parameters are readjusted so that G, drifts properly. the resulting maximum throughput is (1 - ( h / 2 ) ) e -' , so in order for the channel to be stable it is required that X < (1 -( X/2))e-', or X < 0.31. On the other hand, the DFT policy maintains stability for this distribution of ( y ) as long as X <e-', and no readjustment of the constants a(O), a(1). and a(e) is needed.
In certain cases, the IFT transmission scheme can achieve greater stable throughput than the DFT scheme. In fact, it is not hard to show that if (and only if) X < t, then there Thus. if the policy parameters can be adjusted to depend on the arrival distribution, then neither the DFT nor the IFT policy always provides a larger maximum throughput than the other. However, the crucial point is that only the DFT policy can ensure stability (in the sense of Theorem and E[eeYr] < + cx3 where > 0 [6] . Furthermore, stability can be acheved by the D I T policy for all such arrival distributions without readjustment of the parameters a(O), a( l), a(e), and y ( y must be sufficiently small, depending only on h and c). The DIT policy is also relatively insensitive to dependence among the variables K .
VII. CONTROL UNDER FEEDBACK INFORMATION LIMITATIONS
It has been assumed in the previous sections that each user can find out whether zero, one, or greater than one packet was transmitted in a given slot. It is convenient to call this feedback channel information. In many communication situations such feedback information may be incomplete or may contain errors which may be different for different users. For example, fading channels, noise, interference, or certain spread spectrum modulation techniques can make it difficult for receivers to distinguish between one packet transmission or more than one, or to distinguish between noise and packet transmissions. The control policy design and analysis ideas presented in this paper readily extend to cover many such situations.
One assumption stated earlier is that during slot [ t , t + 1) all backlogged users transmit with the same probability f,.
However, due to the channel feedback problems considered above, the users may not be able to all maintain identical retransmission probabilities. Instead, user LY retransmits with probability A'") in slot t . It might also be desirable to let f a ) depend on the user LY in order to give some users hgher priority. This could easily be accomplished by assigning a larger value of the control constant q to users with higher priority. Allowing f a ) to depend on LY has little effect on our retransmission procedure. This is because the retransmitted traffic intensity PI = c A'"' a: user a backlogged has the same dynamics as before:
as long as all users continue to use the same retransmission probability update scheme (3.5). In particular, the channel traffic intensity dynamics still decouple from the backlog fluctuations when the backlog is moderately large.
To understand the effect of incomplete channel feedback information suppose that for some m 1 the channel output is observed and the retransmission probabilities are updated using (3.2) only once every m slots. We shall see that performance is not severely degraded. The transition probabilities and hence also the average throughput intensity for the local model do not depend on m. The effect of m > 1 in the global model is that the rate of retransmission probability adjustment is slower by a factor of m when compared to the case m = 1, while the backlog fluctuates at about the same rate for all m. The effect is to increase the disturbance imposed on the local model due to backlog fluctuations by a factor of m. This effect is only significant when the backlog is small enough that backlog fluctuations limit the retransmission control performance. Since the last two entries of e' are equal, the resulting retransmission rule can be implemented even if the stations can only distinguish between an empty and a nonempty slot. Similarly, if the retransmission rule corresponding to e" is used, then the stations need only distinguish collisions from noncollisions. (This has been called "0-1 feedback" [ 101.) In each case, stable throughput for any X < e-' can be acheved.
The preceding analysis deals with restricted feedback information. Now consider instead situations in which the feedback information contains errors. In our framework, the effect of channel feedback errors should be analyzed in the local model since the occurrence of such errors may be closely linked to the intensity of channel traffic, but should be otherwise independent of the channel backlog. The effect of such errors could be quantified by seeing how much they cause .$ to decrease (< is the average throughput intensity under the local model). The system performance should degrade gracefully as the frequency of errors increases because of the apparent stability of the local model. These ideas and the use of estimation techniques in cases of severe feedback channel limitations pose important problems for future research.
APPENDIX A POISSON APPROXIMATION which is absolutely convergent for I f 1 -= 1 yields that e-"/-(1 -f )" APPENDIX C = e -n / [ l -e x p ( n ( f +~n ( l -f ) ) ) ]
In this appendix we shall find an approximate expres- 2 u , = 2 u,=1.
The first inequality in (2.3) is an easy consequence of (2.1) and the second follows by maximizing e-./( 1 -e-"f') over Let 0 =G x < x for fixed f. Infe-"/-nf(1-f)"-'\ = n f l e -n f -( l -f ) " -l l Then and then apply inequality (2.1) to each of the terms on the right. Finally, inequalities (2.5) and (2.6) can be proved Define the generating functions using (2.4) by the same technique used to prove (2.2). If the distribution (u,,) is not degenerate so that U(z) f 1,
we can solve for P( z ) :
f'( 1) < 0 since c f 0. Furthermore, since (-1.1 -G, G) . c Since lim, -P ( z ) = 1, we find by 1'Hopitals' rule that is an affine function of G, f' has, at most, one zero in pO = -U / ( 1: -U). assuming that the means U = Zku, and (0, + m). Also, f( 1) = 0 and f(0) 2 0 2 f( + x ) . These facts 5 = Xkc, exist. Let X = Zkp, be the expected value of X, imply (B.l), and Proposition 4.1 is proved. with respect to the invariant measure. Then 2 =
